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Thurs – Fri, March 1st – 2nd 

Purim – Shushan Purim 

no sessions 
 

Sunday, March 4th  

Limudei Kodesh In-Service 

Grades 1 – 8 

no Minyan, 10:00 opening 
 

Sunday, March 11th 

Daylight Saving Time Begins 

Grades 1 – 8 

no Minyan, 10:00 opening  
 

Friday, March 16th  

Long Friday Schedule Begins 

2:00 dismissal 
 

Sunday, March 18th 

Limudei Kodesh Parent Teacher 

Conferences 

Grades B1-8 
 

Monday, March 19th 

Parent Teacher Conferences 

EC, BY & Pre1A Boys  

Grades B1 – 8: General Studies 
 

Early Dismissal 

Grades 5 – 8 & After Care 

4:00 dismissal 

CALENDAR 

Best wishes for a freilichen 
Purim from each and every 
one of us at Clifton Cheder 
and Bais Yaakov of Clifton! 

 ליהודים היתה אורה! 

March 2, 2018 

 5:31 :הדלקת נרות

ח“ו אדר תשע“ט  

Mrs. Rina Gilden, General Studies Principal, Lower Divisions 

Rabbi Yosef Seldowitz, Menahel 

Mrs. Melissa Levit, Early Childhood Director 

ד“בס  

Rabbi Yaacov Shalom, General Studies Principal, Older Division 

Mrs. Hadassah Svei, Bais Yaakov Supervisor  

CLIFTON CHEDER 

123 INDUSTRIAL EAST 

CLIFTON, NJ 07012 

(973) 472-0011  

ADMIN@CLIFTONCHEDER.ORG 

Rabbi Yonah G. Lazar, Dean 

פרשת כי תשא -פורים   



 

A Cheder child is a happy child! 
123 INDUSTRIAL EAST ❖ CLIFTON, NJ 07012 ❖ 973-472-0011 ❖ ADMIN@CLIFTONCHEDER.ORG 

 

 

 

 

Ta’anis Esther 5778 - February 28, 2018 

Dearest Talmidim of Grades 2-8 שיחיו,  

Welcome to our TALMIDIM 4 TALMIDIM Sweepstakes Campaign. 

Beginning today, for the next 15 days you are invited to help raise money for your school and win 

great prizes. 

We are selling raffle tickets with a grand prize of $100,000 cash! There are an additional 10 prizes to 

win as well. How much money people donate, will determine which prizes they can be eligible for. All 

information can be found on the back of the raffle tickets. 

Instructions: 

1. If your parents allow, ask relatives, neighbors and friends to help you help our school. 

2. For donations of $18 or above, allow them to fill out the front and back of a raffle ticket with 

their name, address and method of payment. 

3. Put your name on the line that says student’s name. 

4. Put all sold raffle tickets, raffle payments or any other donation into your special Cheder Purim 

envelope. 

5. Bring the envelope back to school on Monday after Purim and give it to Rabbi Kagan. 

6. Continue collecting when you have time over the next two weeks. 

7. Keep a total of all monies that you have collected and choose a prize in the category of the 

amount raised. 

8. Any class that raises over $1,500 will have an ice cream party! 

9. The class that raises the most money will have a pizza party in Laterri Park! 
 

Good luck & Tizku L’mitzvos! 

Rabbi Yonah G. Lazar, Dean 
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shem approaching the nations 

and offering the Torah to them. 

They charmed their audience 

with a shower of silver and gold 

coins, and their multi-lingual ren-

dition of Tov Li Toras Picha M'Alfei 

Zahav V'Chosef. The girls acted 

out Rebbi Akiva's mashal of a fox 

trying to lure the fish out of water; 

all in song of course. The girls per-

formed adorably, joyously, en-

thusiastically; the audience ab-

sorbed that joy from them. Rabbi 

Lazar addressed the girls and 

their parents with a thought from 

Modeh Ani, in which we thank 

Hashem each morning for return-

ing our Neshamos to us. We 

thank Hashem and state "Raba 

Emunasecha," much is Your be-

lief in us, in our abilities, each day 

to prove ourselves anew. He 

thanked our pioneering par-

ents for their belief in us, and 

affirmed our belief in every 

little - getting bigger - girl get-

ting her Chumash today. Our 

girls, B"H, have started learning 

Torah, with a tremendous joy, 

instilled by Mrs. Fishberg who 

infuses the classroom and les-

Mazel Tov First Grade on your 

momentous Kabalas and Has-

chalas Chumash! Mazel Tov to 

Daddies and Mommies, Grand-

pas and Grandmas, Uncles, 

Aunts, Brothers and Sisters who 

came to share in the celebration. 

The girls, and their Moros, outdid 

themselves at the incredibly 

beautiful performance and par-

ty, coordinated to the minutest 

details of pink and orange flow-

ers, pink and orange decor, pink 

and orange refreshments. The 

girls put on a lovely musical 

presentation, accompanied by 

the talented Ida Settenbrino on 

the keyboard, on the joy of re-

ceiving the Torah. They sang of 

the six days of creation, with 

adorable face costumes. They 

played out the medrash of Ha-

sons with a passionate love and 

appreciation for Hashem, His To-

rah and Mitzvos. Our girls are set-

ting off on a path of Torah learn-

ing, we wish for them that each 

day, week, month and year be 

as joyous as today is.  

Special thanks to so many who 

were instrumental in making the 

Chumash celebration so memo-

rable: 

Rabbi Lazar, Mrs. Svei, Mrs. 

Gilden; thank you for your leader-

ship. To Rabbi Seldowitz, thank 

you for getting the girls so excited 

about how special this day would 

be. For Mrs. Koval’s daily involve-

ment, helping Morah with what-

ever the girl’s need. To Mrs. Gold-

farb and her trusty assistants for 

seeing to so many details of the 

Chumash event, particularly the 

beautiful program booklets. 

Thank you to Mrs. Feinsod and 

Mrs. Goldman for the beautiful 

setup and to Mr. and Mrs. Yitzy 

Mittel for the delicious color coor-

dinated baked goods. To Mrs. 

Settenbrino for shuttling our star 

musicians back and forth to prac-

tices. Thank you Miss Ida Setten-

brino for your talented musical 

accompaniment. Special ap-

preciation to Rabbi Yitzchak 

Kagan and family and Mrs. 

Melissa Levit and family for ded-

icating the  חומשים and  אחרון

 to the most amazing אחרון חביבה,

and enthusiastic Morah, Morah 

Fishberg for making out 1st day 

with our Chumash ass exciting 

as every day in your classroom. 

My Very Own Chumash 
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My Very Own Chumash 
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My Very Own Chumash 
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Rabbi Yonah G. Lazar
DEAN

Rabbi Yosef Seldowitz
MENAHEL

Mrs. Rina Gilden
GENERAL STUDIES PRINCIPAL  
LOWER DIVISIONS

Rabbi Yaacov Shalom
GENERAL STUDIES PRINCIPAL  
OLDER DIVISION

Limited elementary
slots available.
Call for an application 
and personal tour:

973.472.0011

“I was extremely pleased and rewarded by the 
enthusiasm of the talmidim.”    – Rav Zupnik



  
Rav Menachem 
Zupnik שליט”א
Mara D’asra of 

Bais Torah U’tefila 
(BTU) visiting the 

Cheder. Rav Zupnik 
presented the 5th 

grade talmidim with 
their Gemaros and 
gave the boys their 
first Gemara Shiur. 
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Internalizing the Power of Tefilla 

(continued on page x) 

Our Chodesh Adar assembly was packed with meaning and super entertaining as our 6th grade presented 

their very own video production, “The Faltchephony Rebbe.” The power of tefilla was internalized by all, 

through the 6th grades creative music video, bringing “The Faltchephony Rebbe” song to life. 

On Monday, Feb 19th the upper-grade General Studies teachers got together to sharpen their teaching 

skills and create the "Lexus-Classroom." Rabbi Shalom explained that just like one could tell that he is driving 

a Lexus, our goal is to be able to make our classrooms measurably and observably a Lexus Classroom. One 

should be able to tell that he is in a higher end teaching environment.  

Rabbi Shalom spoke about three powerful teaching points. #1- He reinforced the element of teaching to-

wards an objective. #2 - The vital teaching ele-

ment of CFU, Checking For Understanding. #3 - He 

introduced the practical teaching tool of AP, Ac-

tive Participation.  

Using this information, the teachers were able to 

enhance and embellish on the lesson plans they 

brought to the meeting. The meeting was produc-

tive, practical and informative. 

It is our hope and prayer that our teachers reach 

and bring out the best of each and every student! 

Lexus Driving Lesson 



 בס"ד

 

FaltchePhony Rebbe 
 

Every day they walked around collecting for their needs. 
It's how they made their living. "Please give me, sir" each pleads. 

"But business isn't all that good," the shnorrers all lament. 
"We must think of a plain, or we'll never pay our rent!" 

 
They thought of doing different jobs but no one had the skill. 
For some, they lacked dexterity; for some, they lacked the will. 

Undeterred, they kept on thinking. Finally, one thought – 
"I'll become a phony Rebbe. I just better not get caught." 

 
His cohorts were excited – the gabbaim they'd all be 

Announcing to the town that all should come and see. 
The people lined up quickly, money they'd donate 

For a bracha from the Rebbe to assure them a good fate. 
 

Right on time, he did arrive, dressed up like a king. 
"The FaltchePhony Rebbe's here!" What mazal he would bring! 
The plan went down just perfectly, the cash began to flow – 

The chevra ate like royalty, only they were in the know. 
 

But one day, came a mother – her eyes filled with tears. 
"I need your help, dear Rebbe, won't you calm my fears? 

My little girl's so ill; on your prayers we rely – 
Tell me, Rebbe, she will be alright. Promise she won't die!" 

 
The Rebbe's face turned ghastly white; he could barely stand. 
He cried and said, "It's over now! It's not as we had planned. 

This little joke has gone too far; after this I'm through – 
This family believes in me, oh what am I to do?" 

 
He closed himself up in a room, the tears he shed so real – 

"Oy Bashefer, heal her," he cried with such g'feel. 
"Hub rachmunis ich bet fun dir – please Hashem forgive – 

The little girl's done nothing wrong. Please just let her live!" 
 

They waited, all with bated breath – what would the outcome be? 
The young girl slowly came around, a full recovery. 

The good news reached the Rebbe. With a deep sigh of relief – 
Truly humbled, simply awed, by what tefilla can achieve. 

 
A lesson we can learn from here, the message rings so true – 
The essence of a prayer is weighed by what's inside of you. 

The tears we shed are always real, a little or a lot – 
Though at times we may pretend to be someone who we're not. 
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read!) biographies of George 

Washington and Abraham Lin-

coln. They also read a mini non-

fiction book about the White 

House. Did you know the White 

House has over 35 bathrooms? 

The girls' presidential knowledge 

was assessed via their adorable 

Washington and Lincoln masks! 

Our Bais Yaakov first grade inde-

pendently read non-fiction books 

about President's Day; books 

filled with facts about the history 

of the day and about the major 

presidents being celebrated. Af-

ter making a Venn diagram 

comparing and contrasting 

Washington and Lincoln, the girls 

made puppets of each. Inde-

pendently, they pulled facts from 

what they read to write about 

the two most celebrated presi-

What is President's Day? Is it any 

more than a day of fantastic 

shopping and early carpool? 

When you are a yeshiva making 

the most out of every minute, 

President's Day becomes an op-

portune time to achieve multiple 

New Jersey reading and writing 

standards, learn about current 

events, develop different thinking 

strategies, and build up self ex-

pression - all while also touching 

upon many of Garner's multiple 

intelligences... all with a smile.  

Let's see how our school took ad-

vantage of a seemingly minor 

day: 

Our Bais Yaakov Pre1A read mul-

tiple simple decodable mini 

books to learn some basic US his-

tory. They read, (yes - they can 

dents. Their newfound knowledge 

gave them ideas of their own... 

What would they do if they were 

president? Baruch Hashem we 

have such great girls. Their discus-

sion and class book showed that 

they would stop the fighting and 

share the country’s candy with 

all! 

Our first grade boys have been 

learning about communities then 

and now, rules, roles, and respon-

sibilities. President's Day fit in per-

fectly! The first graders read sev-

eral books aloud about the differ-

ent presidents and about the job 

of President in general. They then 

made models of different arti-

facts that they read about, like 

log cabins!  

Making a Minor Day a Major Learning Experience 

(continued on next page) 
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Second grade read biographies of the presidents as well. They too compared and contrasted George 

Washington and Abraham Lincoln. The boys then transferred their new information into an expressive for-

mat. What did each president say? The boys made presidential silhouettes to express each President's opin-

ion. 

Third grade made President's Day into a lesson on current events and letter writing with a professional 

voice. Each boy wrote a letter to the president! Our third grade researched the etiquette necessary for a 

letter to get to the White House, as well as procedure for letter writing in general. Our third graders wrote 

beautiful supportive letters, thanking President Trumps for his help and care, and wishing him hatzlacha. 

(Some even politely asked for extra private school funding to help with our building campaign!) This lesson 

took current events and made it very applicable to our third graders. 

President's Day naturally complements our 4th grade curriculum, as our boys are currently studying how our 

government works. For President's Day, out students finished the executive branch of the government tree 

they made. President's Day will last a little longer in the fourth grade as the trees adorn their classroom! 

History, current events, reading and writing skills and strategies, art, and creativity; we found a way to do it 

all. 

Making a Minor Day a Major Learning Experience 

Yum! It Smells Like A Bakery 
Pre1a boys enjoying a fun and educational 

trip to the West Orange Bake Shop. The boys 

enjoyed baking Challah and Hamantashen, 

plenty of treats and even a ride in a dumb-

waiter! Thank you Mr. and Mrs. Mittel for once 

again displaying your kindness and commit-

ment to the children of our school. 
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guy. On of my cousins is in the 

Israeli Army. So I want to become 

one too. We are also making 

Abraham Lincoln’s house out of 

popsicle sticks. He lived in a cab-

in out of logs. I like first grade be-

cause we do fun projects. 

2nd Grade - Tzvi  

Strimber  

We are getting 

ready for our 

animal show-

case. Everyone 

has to build a 

animal habitat 

and food for 

the animal. I researched killer 

whales. We are learning about 

Dr. Seuss because his birthday is 

coming up. Every day a kid’s 

mother is coming in and reading 

their favorite or theie kid’s favor-

ite Dr. Seuss book. My favorite is 

Go Dogs Go! 

3rd Grade - 

Eitan Menashe  

Recently we 

started learning 

about a new 

c o u n t r y …

France. We 

looked at pic-

tures and had 

to think about what the pictures 

meant. I learned from the pic-

tures that France is a busy place! 

For Presidents Day, we wrote let-

ters to the President. We learned 

how to write to President Trump. 

We needed to write really neat, 

and write the date. I told Presi-

dent Trump we needed a bigger 

school. 

Pre1A Girls - To-

va Levin 

We have cen-

ters. We are 

making grag-

gers, coloring 

and dipping our 

fingers in the wa-

ter and then turn 

it around on top of a cup. It 

makes noise. My favorite part is 

making the graggers. Its fun to 

make. Morah Perel does fun stuff 

with us. 

1st Grade Girls 

- Kayla Setten-

brino  

Right now we 

are working on 

making a pi-

ñatas for Purim. 

We read a sto-

ry about piñatas not exactly 

about piñatas but a story with a 

piñata in it. We also are reading 

a lot and writing. We wrote book 

reports. I wrote about a book 

Rabbit Magic. It’s foxes and bun-

nies and magic hats. And magi-

cian bunny. We have fun. Mrs. 

Greenman does so many fun 

things I can’t decide what I like 

best. 

1st Grade Boys - Ahron Krupnick  

I am writing 

about com-

m u n i t i e s , 

about what 

you want to 

be when you 

grow up. I 

want to be an 

Israeli Army 

4th Grade - Yanky 

Bergstein 

We learned about 

the constitution, 

and the three 

branches for gov-

ernment: the legis-

lative, executive, 

and judicial. We 

had partners and made trees to 

learn about the three branches. 

We are also learning about 

states. I am researching CA. We 

made our states out of clay using 

maps to see if there were moun-

tains or rivers. 

“Words of the Wise” 
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Our Early Childhood pre-Purim party, co-sponsored by our devoted N’shei, was simply splendid! Little peo-

ple came in costumes and filled the room with a sense of simcha in its purest form. Balloons, ice cream and 

clown masks were just part of the excitement! Everyone enjoyed gathering together and joining in the fun. 

Morah Keli Teichman was our talented entertainer who took the kinderlach through a journey in Shushan 

long ago with songs, puppets, movement, props and dancing. Of course, nothing symbolizes Purim and 

simcha the way a clown does! Our guest clown was none other than Rabbi Lazar! This elevated the Sim-

cha-meter even higher, and a great time was had by all. A big yasher koach to all the Moms, Grandmoth-

ers, and our fabulous Early Childhood staff who helped make the party a most special Clifton Cheder 

event. 

Adar Equals Simcha in the Early Childhood 
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Adar Equals Simcha in the Early Childhood 
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Adar Equals Simcha in the Early Childhood 
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Here Comes Chaveirim 

A competitive match with our new tetherball equipment. The tetherball is a part of our new initiative to insure 

recess is fun and safe for everyone! Thank you to our mature 7th graders for once again displaying team-

work, responsibility and leadership, while putting it together, and thank you to Rabbi Silbermintz for bringing 

the best out in our boys!  

Recess for All 

Did you hear about the visitor that visited first grade? Mr. Danny Bressel, one of our community helpers, so 

generously volunteered his time. Mr. Bressel showed the boys how Chaveirim can open car doors in different 

types of emergencies. He explained that even the Passaic police department and fireman call on Chaveirim 

to help them at times! 

Mr. Bressel showed the talmidim the lights on his cars and let them wear a Chaveirim vest and touch all his 

special tools. The first graders were amazed at how much time Mr. Bressel gives to help Chaveirim, without 

even getting paid. it is truly a chesed and Kiddush Hashem. 
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Middos Matters Raffle Winners 

Enjoying “Special” Time 

4th grade Melaveh Malkah at the Erlanger Home 
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Enjoying Elementary 



 

Simcha Buckstein for complimenting ° Gavi Rudolph for being patient ° Dovid Buchholz for complimenting ° Ariel Co-

hen for complimenting  ° Simcha Klotzkin for complimenting ° Ezra Mazaud for being helpful ° Gavi Rudolph for being 

kind° Avraham Zarkhin for complimenting °Suchy Mittel for complimenting °Ahron Krupnik for listening ° Eli Kovacs 

for complimenting ° Noey Levine for complimenting ° Mattis Thorburn for complimenting ° Eli Kovacs for listening ° Eli 

Kovacs for complimenting ° Moshe Aron King for complimenting ° Yaakov Cohen for listening ° Ahron Eisenberg for lis-

tening ° Shmuel Yair Litman for complimenting and being kind ° Akiva Kovacs for complimenting ° Yaakov Cohen for 

complimenting ° Yaakov Cohen for complimenting ° Yaakov Schwarz for complimenting ° Avraham Zarkhin for compli-

menting ° Yaakov Cohen for sharing ° Yosef Klotzkin for sharing ° Yosef Zarkhin for sharing ° Akiva Klein for being 

helpful ° Tzvi Strimber for being kind ° Daniel Hoffer for sharing ° Mordechai Minchenberg for sharing ° Tzvi Strimber 

for being helpful ° Yitzchak Yona Lord for being honest ° Mordechai Minchenberg for being helpful ° Sholom Buckstein 

for appreciating ° Dovid Shacham for being helpful ° Moshe Bloom for appreciating ° Shmuel Yitzchak Kister for being 

thoughtful ° Akiva Moshe Klein for being kind and helpful ° Mordechai Minchenberg for encouraging ° Avi Wilk for be-

ing helpful ° Yerachmiel Rothenberg for being kind, flexible and mevater ° Aryeh Sukenik for being kind ° Moshe 

Wiederman for being flexible ° Baruch Chai Baruchov for being helpful ° Yehuda Levin for being honest ° Asher Levine 

for being honest ° Niam Settenbrino for being flexible ° Asher Levine for taking perspective ° Aryeh Sukenik for being 

flexible ° Asher Levine for sharing ° Eitan Menache for appreciating ° Aryeh Sukenik for being flexible ° Asher Levine for 

being helpful ° Eitan Menache for being kind ° Asher Levine for being kind ° Eitan Menache for being flexible ° Asher 

Levine for complimenting ° Baruch Chai Baruchov for listenting ° Niam Settenbrino for being flexible ° Asher Levine for 

sharing ° Aryeh Sukenik for being kind ° Baruch Chai Baruchov for being helpful ° Asher Levine for being helpful ° Niam 

Settenbrino for being helpful ° Yehuda Levin for being kind ° Baruch Chai Baruchov for being kind ° Baruch Chai Ba-

ruchov for empowering ° Yehuda Levin for sharing ° Aryeh Sukenik for being flexible ° Baruch Chai Baruchov for being 

flexible ° Yehuda Levin for being flexible ° Asher Levine for being flexible ° Moshe Wiederman for being flexible ° Aryeh 

Sukenik for being kind ° Asher Levine for being honest ° Eitan Menache for being kind ° Niam Settenbrino for being 

helpful ° Aryeh Sukenik for being kind ° Asher Levine for being mevater ° Asher Levine for being helpful ° Niam Setten-

brino for being helpful ° Yaakov Mordechai Shacham for complimenting ° Simcha Baruch for complimenting ° Moshe 

Mittel for being helpful, kind, patient, sharing, encouraging and understanding ° Ronen Vinnik for complimenting ° 

Dovid Schwartz for being kind ° Shimmy Gildin for being kind and encouraging ° Simcha Baruch for being thankful ° 

Yaakov Zarkhin for being helpful ° Yedidya Rudolph for letting it go ° Dovid Schwartz for being flexible ° Dovid 

Schwartz for being helpful ° Baruch Gavriel for being thankful ° Shimmy Gildin for being kind, sensitive and thought-

ful ° Ronen Vinnik for complimenting ° Simcha Baruch for listening, taking responsibility and for being flexible ° Yaa-

kov Mordechai Shacham for letting it go ° Shimmy Gildin for complimenting and being positive ° Moshe Mittel for be-

ing kind and helpful ° Dovid Schwartz for complimenting and encouraging° Moshe Mittel for complimenting ° Yaakov 

Zarkhin for encouraging ° Baruch Gavriel Kushnir for being helpful ° Ronen Vinnik for complimenting and being pos-

itive ° Zevi Strimber for complimenting ° Yosef Mittel for taking responsibility ° Zevi Strimber for complimenting ° 

Aharon Feinsod for complimenting ° Avraham Shmuel Klug for letting it go ° Aaron Shapiro for being helpful ° Shimmy 

Wellikoff for complimenting ° Natan Tzvi Kirsh for complimenting ° Zevi Strimber for being positive ° Zevi Strimber for 

being kind ° Yehuda Mathias for letting it go ° Yair Wolf for being helpful ° Shimmy Wellikoff for complimenting ° Shim-

my Wellikoff for being kind and helpful ° Yair Wolf for complimenting ° Binyamin Gonsher for being kind and patient ° 

Binyamin Gonsher for being honest ° Moshe Weinstock for being positive ° Hillel Kovacs for complimenting ° Eli Schwartz 

for being helpful ° Avraham Shmuel Klug for sharing ° Binyamin Cohen for being patient ° Zevi Strimber for being help-

ful ° Shimmy Wellikoff for encouraging ° Moshe Weinstock for being honest and positive ° Hillel Kovacs for being kind ° 

Zevi Strimber for complimenting ° Natan Tzvi Kirsh for complimenting ° Yehuda Leib Stern for listening ° Binyamin 

Cohen for complimenting ° Shimmy Wellikoff for complimenting ° Zevi Strimber for being helpful ° Yehuda Leib Stern for 



 

complimenting ° Natan Tzvi Kirsh for letting it go ° Zevi Strimber for complimenting ° Yosef Mittel for being kind ° Zevi 

Strimber for complimenting ° Zevi Strimber for complimenting ° Natan Tzvi Kirsh for complimenting ° Natan Tzvi Kirsh 

for complimenting ° Shimmy Wellikoff for complimenting ° Avraham Rothenberg for taking perspective ° Binyamin Co-

hen for complimenting ° Zevi Strimber for appreciating ° Natan Tzvi Kirsh for complimenting ° Shimmy Wellikoff for 

complimenting ° Zevi Strimber for being helpful ° Zevi Strimber for complimenting ° Aaron Shapiro for being kind ° Yair 

Wolf for being flexible ° Shimmy Wellikoff for encouraging ° Eli Schwartz for being flexible ° Yair Wolf for compliment-

ing ° Yosef Mittel for being helpful ° Yehuda Mathias for being positive ° Hillel Kovacs for being honest ° Avraham 

Shmuel Klug for letting it go ° Shimmy Wellikoff for encouraging ° Zevi Strimber for taking perspective ° Yosef Mittel for 

being kind, telling everyone that another boy should play ° Yosef Mittel for complimenting ° Zevi Strimber for compli-

menting ° Eli Schwartz for complimenting ° Zevi Strimber for complimenting ° Zevi Strimber for complimenting ° Yehu-

da Mathias for complimenting ° Yehuda Mathias for complimenting ° Yehuda Leib Stern for complimenting ° Aharon 

Feinsod for complimenting ° Orel Nadav for complimenting ° Alex Wiederman for complimenting ° Meir Kagan for 

complimenting ° Yaakov Aryeh Kushnir for letting it go ° Menachem Compart for complimenting ° Yoni Wilk for being 

helpful ° Menachem Compart for complimenting ° Yoni Wilk for complimenting ° Naftali Shulman for appreciating ° 

Meir Kagan for being helpful and letting it go ° Meir Kagan for being mevater and letting it go ° Naftali Shulman for 

listening ° Alex Wiederman for complimenting ° Benyamin Zarkhin for being helpful ° Orel Nadav for being helpful ° 

Meir Kagan for complimenting ° Naftali Shulman for complimenting ° Menachem Compart for being kind, flexible and 

letting it go ° Yeshaya Orent for complimenting ° Menachem Compart for listening ° Aharon Henigson for listening ° 

Orel Nadav for complimenting ° Yaakov Aryeh Kushnir for complimenting ° Orel Nadav for being mevater ° Naftali 

Shulman for complimenting ° Alex Wiederman for being honest ° Aharon Henigson for listening ° Yoni Wilk for listen-

ing ° Meir Kagan for complimenting ° Alex Wiederman for complimenting ° Yeshaya Orent for being positive ° Naftali 

Shulman for complimenting ° Menachem Compart for listening ° Aharon Henigson for taking responsibility ° Yaakov 

Aryeh Kushnir for appreciating ° Aharon Henigson for listening ° Yaakov Aryeh Kushnir for letting it go ° Benyamin 

Zarkhin for being helpful ° Alex Wiederman for complimenting ° Alex Wiederman for complimenting ° Aharon 

Henigson for being kind ° Yaakov Aryeh Kushnir for complimenting ° Yaakov Aryeh Kushnir for complimenting ° Yaa-

kov Aryeh Kushnir for complimenting ° Yaakov Aryeh Kushnir for complimenting ° Benyamin Zarkhin for compliment-

ing ° Alex Wiederman for encouraging ° Benyamin Zarkhin for complimenting ° Yaakov Aryeh Kushnir for being posi-

tive ° Yoni Wilk for complimenting ° Naftali Shulman for letting it go ° Naftali Shulman for complimenting ° Benyamin 

Zarkhin for complimenting ° Naftali Shulman for complimenting ° Naftali Shulman for complimenting ° Naftali Shul-

man for complimenting ° Yoni Wilk for complimenting ° Yoni Wilk for complimenting ° Aharon Henigson for being pos-

itive ° Alex Wiederman for being helpful ° Mordechai Shillingford for being helpful, kind, positive and patient ° Mor-

dechai Shillingford for being helpful, positive, understanding and flexible and for taking responsibility ° Yonason Ma-

thias for being helpful, positive, understanding and for taking responsibility ° Yonason Mathias for encouraging ° 

Yechezkel Gelb for being helpful, honest and for taking responsibility ° Yechezkel Gelb for being kind, taking responsi-

bility, being positive and understanding ° Aryeh Shapiro for being helpful, kind and patient ° Aryeh Shapiro for being 

helpful, positive, understanding and for taking responsibility ° Menachem Mittel for encouraging ° Menachem Mittel 

for being helpful, positive, understanding and for taking responsibility ° Nechemya Kramer for being helpful, kind 

and patient ° Nechemya Kramer for being helpful, positive, understanding and for taking responsibility ° Avigdor Ur-

bach for was forgiving and letting it go ° Avigdor Urbach for being helpful, positive, understanding and for taking 

responsibility ° Avigdor Urbach for taking responsibility ° Aryeh Shapiro for taking responsibility ° Akiva Levin for tak-

ing perspective ° Orel Nadav for taking responsibility ° Yonason Mathias for taking responsibility ° Mordechai Shilling-

ford for taking responsibility ° Yechezkel Gelb for taking perspective ° Nechemia Kramer for taking responsibility ° Mor-

dechai Shillingford for listening, taking responsibility and for being patient. 
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Avigayil Plittman for complimenting ° Chana Rochel Klug for complimenting ° Avigayil Plittman 

for complimenting ° Fay Wiederman for complimenting ° Chana Beila Buchman for compliment-

ing ° Avigayil Plittman for complimenting ° Chana Rochel Klug for being helpful ° Chana Beila 

Buchman for being helpful ° Tehilla Cohen for being helpful ° Rivka Shaindel Kaiser for being 

helpful ° Esther Rothenberg for being helpful ° Tehilla Cohen for being helpful ° Chana Bergstein 

for being helpful ° Sara Esther Feinsod for complimenting ° Chana Sebbag for complimenting ° 

Yael Rabinowitz for complimenting ° Aviva Mathias for complimenting ° Batsheva Kagan for 

complimenting ° Yael Rabinowitz for complimenting ° Sara Esther Feinsod for complimenting ° 

Kayla Settenbrino for complimenting ° Batsheva Kagan for complimenting ° Sara Zahava Weit-

zman for complimenting ° Naomi Goldman for complimenting ° Tuti Hurwitz for complimenting ° 

Batsheva Kagan for complimenting ° Tuti Hurwitz for being helpful ° Naomi Goldman for being 

helpful ° Naomi Goldman for being helpful ° Tuti Hurwitz for being helpful ° Batsheva Kagan for 

complimenting 

Silly Hat Day 
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Silly Hat Day 
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Silly Hat Day 



- Mr. Eric and Morah 

Melissa Zegerman on the 

birth of a baby boy. 

- Mr. Yaakov and Morah Sarah 

Rosenthal on the birth of a 

granddaughter.  

Mazel Tov To..  פרנסי היום 
Thank you to the פרנס היום sponsors who dedicated the Cheder’s 

davening & learning: 

- Rabbi and Mrs. Dovid Schulman and Rabbi and Mrs. Elchanan 

Erllanger:  ח שבט“כ  - February 13th as a זכות רפואה שלמה for Leah bas 

Devorah ש“עמו . 

- Mr. and Mrs. Baruch Lehrfeld:  אדר‘ ג  - February 18th in memory of  

Malka bas Shlomo ה“ע . 
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which foods are healthy for our 

teeth and which should be eat-

en in moderation. We saw an up 

close, real “visit to the dentist,” 

right in our Kindergarten class-

room. Dr. Gildin showed the chil-

dren firsthand that a trip to the 

dentist can be very pleasant in-

deed!  

In the classrooms, the children 

In honor of Dental Health month, 

Dr. Alex Gildin came for a visit to 

the preschool. Dr. Gildin and his 

family taught the kinderlach all 

about healthy habits for our teeth 

and gums. Through his power 

point presentation, we learned 

have been learning all about 

dental health in learning centers. 

Whether counting teeth, creating 

gums with teeth (with play-doh 

and navy beans) or practicing 

brushing (on a large mouth mod-

el) and flossing (with legos and 

play-doh), the Moros have cer-

tainly created meaningful experi-

ences for their students. As an 

extension ac-

tivity, the 

Nursery class 

is even chart-

ing thei r 

brushing hab-

its at home for 

a  w e e k . 

Here’s to 

healthy teeth!  

 

Dr. Gildin Comes For a Dental Visit 



 
 

 

 
 

 ְמָחהִׂש בְ ת ה' ִעְבדּו א  
 הְמחָ ִׂש בְ ת ה' א   ִעְבדּו 

 
 ָנָנהאּו ְלָפָניו ִבְר ב  

 ָנָנהְלָפָניו ִבְר   



 ח

 

 

 

 כי תשאפרשת 

 לגפסוק    ,לרק פ עד איפסוק    ,לרק פ כתה ד' 
איפסוק    ,לרק פ כתה ה'   שני עד 
איפסוק    ,לרק פ כתה ו'   כפסוק    ,בלרק פ עד 
 כל הפרשה כתה ז' 

 )הפטרה פעם אחת בלי תרגום(עם ההפטרה  כל הפרשה 'ח כתה

 

A question I thought of while learning שמו"ת this week is… 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

 I Learned שמו"ת this week 

 

 _________________________ שם

ו                                                 כל המשלים פרשיותיו עם הציבור          )ברכות ח:( מאריכין לו ימים ושנותי

 בס"ד
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Our 7th and 8th grades enjoying a hands on presentation in Brooklyn on how tefillin battim are made, pre-

sented by master battim macher Rabbi Yaakov Michael. 

Our well balanced 5th grade learning shtark, with their silly hats in their self-decorated classroom! Thank you 

Rabbi Selengut for modeling such a happy and wholesome balance! 

How Are Tefillin Batim Made? 

 לימוד מתוך שמחה



 
 

    
 March 2018  - אדר  חע"תש ניסן 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Shabbos 
 טז 3 טו 2 די 1     

  

 פורים

  
 

 שושן פורים
 

 
 
 

 5:31 p.m. 

 כי תשאפרשת 
 
 

4 
 

 זי
 

 טי 6 חי 5
 

7 
 

 כ
 

8 
 

 אכ
 

 10 בכ 9
 

 גכ

 
 

Grades 1-8: 
Limudei Kodesh In-Service 

No Minyan 
10:00 Opening 

 
 

Grade 7: Mishmor 

 
 

Grades 7-8: Mishmor 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 5:39 p.m. 

 פקודי-ויקהל פרשת

 שבת מברכים
 פרשת פרה

  

Move Clock Forward 1 hour 

 
 

 

 

11 
 
 

 דכ
 

 כו 13 כה 12
 

14 
 

 זכ
 

15 
 

 חכ
 

 17 טכ 16
 

 א

 Daylight Savings Time 
Begins 

 
Grades 1-8: 
No Minyan 

10:00 Opening 

 

 Grade 7: Mishmor 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Grades 7-8: Mishmor 
 

 
 

Long Friday 
Schedule Begins:  

2:00 Dismissal 
 
 

 6:46 p.m. 

ויקראפרשת   
 ניסן דשחאש ר

 פרשת החדש

  

 

 
18 
 

 ב
 

 ד 20 ג 19
 

21 
 

 ה
 

22 
 

 ו
 

 24 ז 23
 

 ח

  
 
 

Parent Teacher 
Conferences: 

B1-8 – Limudei Kodesh 
 

 

 

Parent Teacher 
Conferences: 

Early Childhood, Bais 
Yaakov, Pre1A Boys & 
B1-8 - General Studies 

 

Grades 5-8 & After Care: 
4:00 Dismissal 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Grade 7: Mishmor 

 

Grades 7-8: Mishmor  6:54 p.m. 

 צו פרשת
 שבת הגדול

  

25 
 

 ט
 

 אי 27 י 26
 

 בי 28
 

 גי 29
 

 די 30

 
 טו 31

  
 

Grades 1-8: 
Pre-Pesach Vacation 

No Sessions 

 

 
EC & BY: 

No Sessions 
 

Pre1AB – 8: 
12:30 Dismissal 

 

 
 

Pesach Vacation 

 
 

Pesach Vacation 
 
 
 

 ליל בדיקת חמץ

 ערב פסח

 
Pesach Vacation 

 
7:01 

 

    יום א' פסח 

 
 
8:10 

 





  

 


 
 

Dearest Parents שיחיו, 
 

Should your son choose to bring Mishloach Manos in person to his Menahalim 

and/or Rebbe, they will B’ezras Hashem do their best to be available during the 
hours listed below: 
 

NAME ADDRESS TIMES 

Rabbi Lazar 8 Solond Road, MONSEY 1:00 – 3:00 p.m. or call first 

Rabbi Seldowitz 115 Lafayette Avenue 11:45 a.m. – 12:45 p.m. 

Rabbi Shalom 37 Orchard Street 10:00 – 11:00 a.m. 

Rabbi Wiederman 195 Elmwood Avenue 11:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. 

Rabbi Plittman 374 Brook Avenue 10:30 a.m.  – 12:00 p.m. 

Rabbi Alter 1449 East 19th Street, BROOKLYN ☺ 1:00 – 3:00 p.m. or call first 

Rabbi Schulman 158 East 4th Street, LAKEWOOD ☺ Whenever they come to Lkwd. 

Rabbi Feldman 171 Spring Street 11 a.m. - 12 p.m. or call first 

Rabbi Reischer 104 Coles Way, LAKEWOOD ☺ Whenever they come to Lkwd.  

Rabbi Erlanger 94 Brook Avenue 1:00 – 2:30 p.m. 

Rabbi Selengut 75 Reid Ave.  10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Rabbi Salzman 433 Squankum Road, LAKEWOOD ☺ 5 p.m. – 7 p.m. or call first  

Rabbi Silbermintz 358 Brook Avenue 11:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. 

Rabbi Koval 159 Marietta Avenue 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.  

 

Rabbi Lazar, Rabbi Alter, Rabbi Schulman, Rabbi Reischer and Rabbi Salzman IY”H will be 

giving Mishloach Manos to their talmidim at school on Wednesday, Ta’anis Esther. 
 

Looking forward to seeing you in person! 
 



 




